Sheer madness! Joanna Krupa reveals her toned stomach in body hugging black dress
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She is accustomed to wearing fabulous gowns as a model.

And Joanna Krupa was on point as she made an incredible red carpet appearance at the Ante Up For Cancer Poker Tournament on Saturday.

The 38-year-old put on a busty display as she poured herself into a slinky black number that had sheer cut outs around her enviable abs.

Stunner Joanna Krupa, 38, made an incredible red carpet appearance at the Ante Up For Cancer Poker Tournament on Saturday

The reality star looked every inch a top model as she showcased her ample bosom in a daring dress that cut low at the neck.

Slight sheer cut outs above the the mock bra and around the tummy revealed her bountiful curves and toned attributes.

Joanna let her natural beauty shine as she had minimal makeup with just a touch of berry lipstick.

The Real Housewife of Miami accessorized with a sparkly bracelet, chio earrings, and a gorgeous silver clutch.
It was revealed in May that the blonde beauty had separated from husband Romain Zago in December.

A source told E! that the couple 'just grew apart', after being married for three years.

Since the split, the former Dancing With The Stars contestant has been romantically linked to businessman Nico Santucci.

Meanwhile, at the charity event in Beverly Hills, other stars joined in the cause to raise money for cancer research.

Teri Hatcher was seen in a slim fitting black ensemble as Jennifer Tilly arrived in a sparkly black short dress.

Former UFC champ Chuck Liddell arrived in a dapper suit with a stunning blonde by his side.

Lastly, Vanessa Marcil from General Hospital fame rocked a chic leather biker jacket.
Big gun: Former UFC champ Chuck Liddell arrived in a dapper suit with a stunning blonde by his side.

Cheers: Vanessa Marcil from General Hospital fame rocked a chic leather biker jacket.